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● “Where do people committing to open source projects come 

from?”

● Will you find a response here? No, here we try to address a 

specific sub-problem. Moreover this is a WIP.
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Dataset

● Revisions (commits) and their authors

● From 1-1-1970 to 30-5-2023

● 240 (est.) million projects

● 3 billion commits

● 43 million authors

● Sourced from different VC systems, only common metadata are 

usable
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Features

● Commit data
○ Name (self declared. Yes we do have ‘Jabba the Hutt’. 4 of them)

○ Email (unverified; uneven adoption of national ccTLD)

○ Commit date, with time zone offset

○ Commit message (most usually in English)
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A few words on names and nationalities

While the idea of using persons’ names to detect the part of the 

world they come from seems reasonable, we should bear in mind a 

name is a cultural product and a nation is a political fabrication. 

Nations do not necessarily align with cultures, which implies that 

using names to detect nationalities poses various subtitle 

challenges.
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● Use offsets

● Use names
○ Dictionary-based approach - we need a dictionary

○ ML (NN) approach - we need a training set

● Use names and offsets

● In all cases we also need a labeled dataset for validation



Dictionary

Ideal data: most used forenames/surnames and their frequency for 
each existing country.

Is this publicly available? No.

Can this be extracted from public sources? Brief answer: no.



Training set

● Is there a large enough publicly available labeled dataset? No.

● Our solution: synthetic names.
○ Use the name dictionary to generate full names randomly mixing 

forenames and surnames.

○ If datetime with offset is needed, randomly generate that too.



The NN

● Simple CNN with bi-gram grouping and an embedding layer.

● Trained with a synthetic dataset using a quantile-based 

supersampling approach: data stratification is performed on the 

basis of names’ frequencies and of places’ population.

● One network using the TZ offset as an input feature.

● Multiple networks, one for each TZ offset.



Validation dataset

● “Generic”: data from the Olympic games.

● “Domain specific”: data extracted from GHT. GHT provides 

details about Github hosted projects including commits data 

linked to user profiles. User profiles include a location field.



Comparing the datasets
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Conclusions

It is feasible.

Current work:

● shrink the zones;

● improve the classifiers;

● mix the methods in a smarter way.



Thanks for listening


